King George III of England was controlled by the Jesuits at Stonyhurst. He will not allow American Independence led by George Washington and the big help from French General Lafayette. Napoleon Bonaparte led the Napoleonic War in Europe under the supervision of undercover Jesuit Father Emmanuel Joseph "Abbe" Sieyes. Jeff Davis led the Confederate States against the Union. John Wilkes Booth shot Abraham Lincoln in the head. Karl Marx was trained by the Jesuits inside the British Museum in 1848, the Jesuits tutored Karl Marx about the tenets of communism for nearly 30-years. Vladimir Lenin was trained by the Jesuits in Geneva Switzerland, Lenin was given a safe way passage from Geneva up to Russia to spark the Russian Communist Revolution. It was Diego Bergen (Germany's ambassador to the Vatican during the Weimar Republic) who provided Lenin a transport known as sealed train. Leon Trotsky was given a safe way passage from New York into Russia funded by the Federal Reserve Bank after the Jesuits Fr. Francis A. Browne and Jesuit Father General Franz Xavier Wernz deliberately sunk the famous ship Titanic. Joseph Stalin was trained by the Jesuits inside the Orthodox seminary in Tiflis Georgia, Russia. Together with him was Cardinal Agagianian. Joseph Stalin was also undercover Jesuit or Father Stalin, S.J. The communist government turned their back against the will of the Jesuits and the Holy See. The Jesuits retaliated, the Jesuit Father General Count Halke von Ledochowski organized Fascism, like Fascist Italy led by Benito Mussolini and NAZI Germany led by Adolph Hitler.
Benito Mussolini was brought into power by Jesuit Father Tacchi Venturi. Adolph Hitler was brought into power by Pope Pius XII and the book Mein Kampf was actually written by Jesuit Father Staempfle. Heinrich Himmler led the NAZI SS for the massive killings of Jews and others. Heinrich Himmler was supervised by his uncle Jesuit Father Himmler who was also one of the superior officers in the NAZI SS. The NAZI SS was patterned to the Jesuit Order according from NAZI Official Walter Schellenger. Jesuit Father Himmler was arrested and imprisoned at Nuremberg, supposedly for trial but was found dead in his cell. Ante Pavelic led the massive killings of people belonging to the Orthodox Church and an ally of NAZI Germany. Henry Ford was a military truck supplier of Adolph Hitler. Henry Ford was a close associate of Jesuit Father Charles Coughlin (the father of hate radio). Wild Bill Donovan was the chief of the OSS (forerunner of the CIA), he was a Papal Knight Of Malta controlled by the Jesuits. Although the OSS knew the existence of the Vatican Ratlines master-minded by the Jesuits (escape of NAZI war criminals) the OSS secretly cooperated. They acquired the services of NAZI war criminal Gen. Reinhard Gehlen. Gen. Gehlen was recruited into the circle of the CIA which is being manned by the Knights Of Malta controlled by the Jesuits and participated into the assassination of President John F. Kennedy. Gen. Douglas McArthur was under the influence of Jesuit Father Edmund A. Walsh. McArthur was under the influence of Jesuit Father Edmund A. Walsh the founder of the Edmund A. Walsh School Of Foreign Service at Georgetown University.

Gen. Eisenhower was one of the U.S. military commanders in Europe during WWII who grounded Gen. George S. Patton fast mobile military assault towards NAZI Germany supposedly saved more Jewish people being massacred inside the concentration camps operated by the NAZI SS and the Jesuit Order. Gen. Eisenhower was a good friend of Jesuit father Edmund A. Walsh. Fidel Castro was a rabid communist leader of Cuba under the supervision of Jesuit Father Armando Llorente. Gen. Augusto Pinochet was also a dictator and who was a fanatic fan of Adolph Hitler. Look at the military uniform of Augusto Pinochet like NAZI military uniform. Daniel Ortega led the Sandinista Rebels of Nicaragua led the overthrowing of President Anastacio Somoza who was a good friend of Jesuit trained Cardinal Francis Spellman of New York. Daniel Ortega was under the influence of the Liberation Theology formulated by no other than Jesuit Father Fernando Cardenal. Daniel Ortega was under the influence of the Jesuits and participated into the assassination of President Anostacio Somoza who was a good friend of Jesuit trained Cardinal Francis Spellman of New York. Daniel Ortega was under the influence of the Liberation Theology formulated by no other than Jesuit Father Fernando Cardenal. Daniel Ortega was under the influence of the Sandinista military junta government led by Daniel Ortega. U.S. Chief Justice Earl Warren was a Knight Of Columbus controlled by the Jesuits. Chief Justice Earl Warren’s fact-finding commission led into the unsolved case for the assassination of U.S. President John F. Kennedy which was master-minded by Jesuit Father General Jean Baptiste Jassenss, carried-out by Pope Paul VI, Cardinal Francis Spellman, J. Peter Grace (CFR / Knight Of Malta), John McCon (CIA / Knight Of Malta), Reinhard Gehlen (NAZI war criminal), James Jesus Angleton (CIA / Knight Of Malta), Kim Philby (British SIS / Knight Of Malta), William F. Buckley, Jr. (CIA / Knight Of Malta), Clay Shaw (CIA / Knight Of Malta), Henry Luce (CIA / Knight Of Malta) and others. Norberto Gonzales is now presently the National Security Adviser of President GMA. Norberto Gonzales was a close associate of the former Jesuit Provincial Superior Fr. Romeo “Archie” Intengan. Both Fr. Intengan and Norberto Gonzales were the pin-pointed master-minds of the terrorist bomb group known as “Light A Fire Movement” during the Marcos regime. Both Fr. Intengan and Norberto Gonzales are founders of the Partido Demokratiko Sosyalista Ng Pilipinas (PDSP). Fr. Intengan is conducting a political seminar in the AFP. Recent discovery that Ferdinand Marcos was a Knight Of Malta. He received Grand Cross of the Sovereign Military Order Of Malta.

Lech Walesa was a Jesuit tool for the collapse of communist Poland under Soviet Russia. Bishop Migliore was Jesuit / Holy See representative into U.N. with him was U.N. Secretary Gen. Kofi Anan and Kurt Waldheim once a U.N. Secretary General was a Jesuit’s NAZI officer (look at right) Kurt Waldheim in NAZI uniform.

World History and World Events are correct, whenever there are tyrant dictators, revolutions, civil wars, large-scale wars, assassinations, terrorism, collapsed of monarchy and legitimate governments and political crisis resulting into serious worldwide chaos, we will find the SOCIETY OF JESUS “JESUIT ORDER” now in full control of the Holy See. World War is possible to happen again if it will be planned by the JESUIT ORDER.
Admiral Yamamoto of the Imperial Japanese Navy who led the attack of U.S. Pacific Fleet in Pearl Harbor was the only Japanese admiral who was a Roman Catholic. Ferdinand E. Marcos was a Papal Knight Of Malta. Ferdinand E. Marcos received Grand Cross Of Merit of the Sovereign Military Order Of Malta can be found on Marcos curriculum vitae. Haj. Amin Al-Husseini was the Grand Mufti Of Jerusalem. Bosnian-Muslim troops - a unit of the “Hanjar (Saber) Division” of the Waffen SS which he personally recruited for Hitler and of course for the NAZI SS created by the Jesuit Order.

Haj Amin Al Husseini (Yasser Arafat’s Uncle) inspecting the Bosnian-Muslim Hanjar / Handzar Division recruited into the JESUITS NAZI SS. Heinrich Himmler NAZI SS Chief inspecting the Bosnian-Muslim SS Unit. Haj Amin-Al Husseini was Yasser Arafat’s Uncle, then Jesuit Fr. Himmler was the uncle of the SS NAZI Chief Heinrich Himmler.

Two Men Of Science And Mathematics
BLAISE PASCAL & SAMUEL MORSE

Are two credible witnesses that the Society Of Jesus is the most devious religious entities in this world. The Jesuit Order “REGIMINI MILITANTIS” was created as Shock Troops of the Pope - Military Religious Order “FATHER GENERAL”